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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a successor of [4] and its aim is to complete the determination 
of all finite fusion-simple groups G which possess an involution z such that 
C,(z) has normal extra-special and normal abelian subgroups. More precisely, 
we prove the following results. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite fusion-simple group and z an involution in G 
such that E = F*(C,[z)) is an extraspecial 2-group of width n. Further assume 
that A r) (z) is an abelian ormal subgroup of C,(z). Then A is elementary abelian 
of order 2n+1. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem A, [4; Theorem B] and [7; 1.2 
and I.31 we have 
THEOREM B. Let G be a Jinite fusion-simple group with an involution x such 
that E = F*(C,(z)) is an extraspecial 2-group of width n. Then one of the following 
is true: 
(i) El(z) is a minimal normal subgroup of C,(z)/(z). 
(iia) E = AB, where A, B are both elementary abelian of order 2n+1 and 
are normal in C,(z). Either G N L,+,(2), A, , A, , MU , He or A Q G, 
G/A N L,+J2) and G splits over A. 
(iib) A is the only normal elementary abelian group of order 2n+1 in C&(Z). 
Either G = n/r,, or n = 2, 3, 4 and A 4 G, G/A N L,,(2) and G does not 
split over A. 
(iii) G N G,(3). 
* The second author was supported by the Alexander von Humbold-Stiftung. 
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2. ON SYMPLECTIC ~~~~~~~~~~ 
In this section we denote by V a finite dimensional F,-vectorspace with 
a non-degenerate symplectic scalar product ( , ). Always Y is a subgroup 
of Sp(V) with O,(Y) = 1. We say an involution tE Sp(V) is of type a2 (see [I]) 
if dim[V, t] = 2 and (w, n”) = 0 for all w E V. 
(2.1) Suppose Y is generated by involutions of type a2, V is an irreducible 
Y-space and Y contains two involutions d, e of type a, with 0 # [V, d] f~ [V, e] # 
[V, d]. Then C,,,,,(Y) = 1. 
Proof. Since the l-dimensional space [V, d] n [V, e] is C,,&Y)-invariant 
we have that C,,(,,(Y) centralizes a nontrivial subspace of V and so 
CS,,“,P7 = 1. 
(2.2) Suppose Y has only one nontrivial composition factor on V. Set U,, = V, 
Vi = [ lJ,-r ,Y] (i > 0) and U = U, ;f U, = U,,, . Then U/r-ad(U) is 
isomorphic to the nontrivial Y-composition factor. Moreover Y/C,(V/U) is a 
2-group. 
Proof. We use induction on dim V. Since rad(U) and V/(rad(U))l are 
dual Y-modules it is clear that rad(U) only contains the trivial Y-module 
as composition factor. If UC V we are done by induction. If V is not irreducible 
then V contains a proper nontrivial Y-submodule W. If W is regular we can 
apply inducation to W and WL. Otherwise again rad( W) and V/(rad(W))l 
contain only the trivial Y-composition factor and UC W follows. 
(2.3) Suppose every minimal Y-submodule of V is nontrivial. Assume X 4 Y, 
Y/X. C,(X) is a 2-group, X is generated by involutions of type a2 and contains 
two of them say e, d with 0 # [V, d] n [V, e] # [V, d]. Also X may huwe only 
one non-trivial composition factor and [V, x] C V. Then V possesses a nontrivial 
regular proper Y-invariant subspace which contains the nontrivial X-composition 
factor. 
Proof. Suppose first C,(X) = 1. Then with the terminology of (2.2) 
Y induces a 2-group on rad(U) and Y would have a minimal submodule which 
is trivial if rad( U) # 0. 
Assume now C,(X) # 1 and let R be a S,-subgroup of X with p # 2 and 
R # 1. Set W,, = C,(R) and WI = [V, R]. We have WI n rad(U) = 0 
and WI C U. Since O,(X) = 1 the group X is faithful on U/rad(U) and the 
involutions of type a, acts as involutions of type as on U/rad( U) and the 
assumptions of (2.1) are satisfied or some of them act as transvections. In either 
case C,(X) centralizes U/rad(U). Hence, [C,(X), WI] C rad(U) n WI = 0. 
Thus M = C&,(X)) is a nontrivial proper subspace. 
If rad(M) # 0 then rad(M) contains the nontrivial X-composition factor 
since otherwise CradtM)(X) # 0 and Y/X * C,(X) acts as a 2-group on this 
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space, contradicting the assumptions. But V/(rad(M))l is dual to rad(M) 
as a X-module, a contradiction too. So M is regular and because of W, C M 
all assertions follow. 
(2.4) Suppose Y = X x Z and 
(i) X and Z are generated by a conjugacy class of involutions of type a2 . 
(ii) X and Z have only one nontrivial composition factor on V. 
(iii) If D is the conjugacy class of involutions of type a2 in X (OY in Z) then 
X contains a four-poup A such that A+ C D. 
Then 
(a) U z [V, X, x] = [V, x]. 
(b) Z centralizes rad( U) and V/(rad( U))l and rad([ V, Z]) C rad( U)l. 
Proof. Suppose [V, X, X] C [V, x] C V. Then V/[V, X, X] contains only 
the trivial X-composition factor and every element in D acts in the same manner 
on this module, contradicting (iii). 
Since rad( U) and V/(rad( U))l are dual Y-spaces (ii) implies that all Z-com- 
position factors on rad( ZJ) are trivial. Thus as before Z centralizes V/(rad(U))l 
and W = [V, Z] _C rad(U)*. In particular rad( W) C rad( U)*. 
(2.5) Suppose Y = X, X ... x X, such that Xi (1 < i 6 t) satisjes the 
assumptions of X in (2.4(i-iii)). Then rad([V, X,]) + *** + rad([V, X,]) is an 
isotropic subspace of V. 
Proof. Induction with (2.4b). 
(2.6) Suppose Y is generated by a class D of involutions of type a2 . Then 
Y has either one or two nontrivial composition factors on V. Suppose A C Y 
is a four-group such thut A* C D and [a, v] n [b, VJ # 0 for A = (a, b). 
If Y has two nontrivial composition factors then Y N L,(2) where s is the dime&m 
of ok of these composition factors. 
Proof. Since Y z (D) and dim[ V, d] = 2 for d E D the fact that d acts 
faithful on a nontrivial composition factor forces that there are at most two 
of them. If there are two, then d induces a transvection on each of them and 
a theorem of McLaughlin [5l forces Y N L,(2), Sp(s, 2), Oqs, 2), Zs+l , Zs+2 
where s is the dimension of a nontrivial composition factor. By the structure 
of these groups it is clear that only Ld2) satisfies our extra condition. 
(2.7) Let Y be a group isomorphic to an exttmsion of X N D,(2) N SO+(8,2) 
by the trialty automorphism. Suppose V is a faithful Y-module. Then X is not 
generated by a class D of {3,4}+-transpositions acting as involutiorrs of type a2 . 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Let D be a conjugacy class of {3,4}+-trans- 
positions of type a2 in X. For e, d E D with 1 ed 1 = 3 we have dim[V, ed] = 2 
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or 4. X possesses three Y-classes of elements of order 3 say C, , C’s ,and C’s 
with ed E Cr . Moreover X has a subgroup E 1! E,, with E = (E n Ci) for 
1 < i < 3. Set W = [V, E]. 
Case 1. dim W = 8. Then there are x1 ,..., x E E with dim[V, xi] = 2i 
for 1 < i < 4, contradicting the fact that X contains only three Y-classes 
of elements of order 3. Hence dim[W, ed] = 4 and we must have 
Case 2. dim W > 10. Decompose W = WI @ *.* @ W,. into irreducible 
E-modules with dim W, = 2 for 1 < i < r. If for every pair x, y E E n Cl 
withx~(y)wehave[W,x]n[W,y]=Owecanchoosex,,...,x,EEnC, 
such that [W, xi] = W,i-l @ W,, (1 < i < 4) and E contains elements 
tr ,..., ta with dim[W, tr] = 4i (1 < i < 4), a contradiction. 
So we have x, y E E n C, such that without loss [W, x] = W, @ W, and 
[W, y] = W, @ W, . Then for z = xy or xy-l we have [W, z] = W, @ 
W,@ W,. ChooseuEEnC,-(x,y). 
If WI @ W, @ W, C C,(u) then dim[ W, xu] = 8 and dim[W, zu] = 10 
and X contains at least four conjugacy classes of elements of order 3 under Y, 
a contradiction. 
If [W, u] _C WI @ W, @ W, then E contains an element Y with dim[ W, Y] = 2 
and thus dim W < 8, a contradiction. 
Hence dim(W, @ W, @ W,) n [W, u] = 2 and for v = zu or zu-l we have 
dim[W, v] = 8. Since WT) [W, v] there is a t E E n Cl - (x, y, u) with 
[W, t] E [W, v]. For s = vt or vt-r we have dim[W, s] = 10 or 12 and again 
we have more then three Y-classes of elements of order 3 in X, the final con- 
tradiction. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
For the remainder of the paper we have the following notation and assump- 
tions. H = C,(z) and E = O,(H) is extraspecial of width n. Denote by A 
an elementary abelian subgroup of E which is normal in H and has largest 
possible order-say 2m+1. (So if A* < H, A* abelian and A CA* then A* 
if of type (2,..., 2,4) and Ql(A*) = A.) By [4] and [6] we can assume 1 < m < n 
and n 3 3. Using [1] and [7] we can assume that zG n (E - (z)) # .@. 
It is well known that for x E zG n (E - (z)) there is a g E G with z’J = x 
and xg = z (see [3; (2.2a)l). We define H, = Hg, E, = Eg, A, = A@, and 
B, = BP for B = C,(A). We use the bar-convention for homomorphic images 
modulo E and homomorphic images modulo A are marked by a -. 
(3.1) O,(C(A)) = B, N(A) = N,(A).Further C(B) = A and C,(B/(s)) = E. 
Proof. The first statement follows from C(A) Q H and O,(H) = E. Since 
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D(B) = (z) we have (z) 4 N(A). As C,(B) = A it follows [G), E] = 1 
and so C(B) is a 2-group and hence C(B) = A. Now C,(B/(z)) = E follows. 
(3.2) (E -- B) n zG = 63. 
Proof. Suppose the converse is true and x E E - B. So z E E, - B, . 
[CE,(z), C,(x)] _C (z) since Cz,(z) n B = (z). Further 1 A 1 = 2m+* with 
m < n and so there is ay E CL,(z) .- E with [r, A] C (z). Since B = A . C,(x) 
it follows that [y, B] C #z), contradicting (3.1). 
(3.3) (B - A) n zG + o. 
Proof. Assume (E - A) n zG = o and take XE (A - (2)) n zG. By 
[4; (2.2)] we know that E, n A = A, n A and (3.1) implies A, # A. Hence 
[G, 2.J = 1 and & centralizes 8. Since O,(R) = 1 a nontrivial element 
on gZ can not centralize E/B as otherwise it would stabilize the chain 1 C (z) C 
A C B C E. So & is represented faithfully as a group of transvections on 
E/A and A/(z). 
Moreover [A/(z), A,] = (x, z)/(z) as in [4; (3.4)]. Since j JZ j _- 
) A : (A n A,)1 for each u E A - (A n A,) there is a y E A, - A with 
@Eux(z) anduE(AnA,)-(, ) x z is of course conjugate in CE,(z) to UX. 
Hence as in [4; (3.5)]: A, == (A n z”) u 1 is a subgroup of A. 
Jf we define .KZ 7: A,, Ya = lJZ YZ for x E A, -- (z) and X = (Y& 
then the same proof as in [4; (3.6-3.8)] shows that X N Sp(A,/(z)) or 
SL(A,/(z)) in its natural action on A,/(z). If we set P = (CEx(z) 1 x E A,, - (z)) 
then as in [4; (3.9)] we have that Y centralizes A/A,, and all elements in 
u(A,/(z)) - A,,/(z) are conjugate under P for u E A -- A, . Since O,(P) = I 
we have Cp(AJ(z)) = Cp(A/(z)) and X N F/Cp(A/(z>). Now we are in the 
position to conclude as in [4; (3.9)] that A = A,, . 
Clearly [E/B, x] = E/B. S o if [E/(z), X] n B/(z) =: A/(z) then the 
preimage of [E/(z), X] in E is a normal extraspecial group in H, contradicting 
[7; 1.21. So assume 0 # [E, X] n B = p. Then [E, X] = 0. If rad(E) CE 
then e/rad([& X]) is centralized by X and [e, X] is isotropic, a contradiction. 
Hence E is isotropic and its preimage F is a normal abelian subgroup of H 
containing A. By the choice of A we have : F : A i = 2 and ifF* is the preimage 
of [A/(z), X] then 1 Z(F*)j = 4 in contradiction to [6]. 
For the remainder of this section we assume x E B - A. 
(3.4) 1 A, 1 = 2”. AZ centralizes E/B and A/(z) and ewery element in &* 
induces an involution of type a2 on the orthogonal space E/(z). 
Proof. We have z E B, - A, and C,(x) = (x) x El C H, , where El is 
extraspecial of width n - 1. Thus A, n E, < El and as z 4 A, we have 
A, n El = 1 and 12% 1 = 2”. Thus A, n E = (x) and [CE(x), A,] C (x) _C B. 
Since E = B . C,(x) we have that A, centralizes E/B and A/(z). 
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Suppose a E A, - E and [Cz(x);a] = 1. Then Q induces a nontrivial auto- 
morphism of order 2 on C,(E,) c1 D, , which is outer. But as a centralizes x 
it centralizes the Frattini-factorgroup of Cz(E,) too, a contradiction. Hence 
[C,(x), a] = (x) for all a E A, - E. Choose y E E such that <x, y) N D, , 
1 y 1 = 2, and E = El * {x, y). Take e E El with ea = ex. As y0 centralizes ea 
we have dim[E/(z), a] = 2. 
Suppose ya = yerx with e, E El . Then / e, 1 = 4 and a inverts e, . Moreover 
[y, e]O = [ye,x, ex] = [y, x][er , e] and [e, , e] = z follows. Finally, (x) E 
[eel , u] = e;l[e, a] ela = x . e;’ = XX, a contradiction, Hence ya = ye, where 
er E El - (z). If f E El and f a = f then 1 = [y, f] = [f, er] and similarly 
f a = fx implies v, e,] = x. Clearly v, f “1 = 1 for all f E C,(x). Now 
[yf, (yf)“] = [yf, ye, * fa] = v, e,][y, fa] = 1 by the above. Hence a induces 
an involution of type a2 on the orthogonal space E/(z). 
DEFINITION. Let YE be the subset of involutions t of type a2 in C&Z) n 
C,(A/(z)) with X(Z) E [E/(z), i]. Ob viously, i!i*# c 5?= . Set Y0 = (JZ YZ for 
x~(B-A)~z~and~=(~~). D enote by Y the set of all involutions of 
type a2 in X. By [l; (3.7)] M is a set of {3,4}+-transpositions in O*(E/(x)). 
Using a result of Timmesfeld [l; (3.1)] and O,(R) = O,/(x) = 1 (use [7; 1.21) 
we have a partition Y = Yi u *.* u Yr such that Iy = X1 x 0.. x XT and 
iyi = (&) for 1 < i < Y and Yd is a conjugacy class of (3,4}+-transpositions 
in xi. Moreover [l; (3.1)] h s ows that if &?r- n Xi # o then A=# C Xi . 
Using (2.6) we set further X1 = X1 x ... x X, and X2 = Xs+r x .*a x Xs+$ 
with s + t = Y  and where xi has one composition factor on E/(z) if i < s 
and two is i > s. In particular xi I-L,(~) by (2.6) for i > s and p suitable. 
Clearly, x1, X2 4 H. 
(3.5) x2 = 1. 
Proof. We show that [E/(z), X2] is a proper regular subspace of E/(z). 
Obviously it is enough to show that [E/(z), xi] is regular for i > s. For 
Xi N L,(2) and p # 3 this fact follows from [2; 1.21. Suppose Xi N L,(2). 
It is well known that in an indecomposable L,(2)-module M of dimension 4 
over F, an involution i EL,(~) has the property dim C,(z) = 2. So supposing 
dim[E/(z), Xi] > 6 an involution of Xi can not act as an involution of type a, 
on E/(x>. Hence dim[E/(z), Xi] = 6 and again [E/(z), J&] is regular. 
The counterimage F C B of [E/(z), 121 is an extraspecial normal subgroup 
of H which contradicts [7] if F # 1. 
From now on we assume I= x1 and Y  > 1. 
(3.6) [Ip, Xi] is nondegenerute for 1 < i < Y  OY C = rad([& Xr]) + *.* + 
rad([& xr]) has dknsima 1. suppose YZ n Xi # M then x” $ C and [p, Xi] $ 
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Proof. Apply (2.5). Then C is a n-invariant isotropic subspace. The 
counterimage C in E is a normal abelian group in H containing A. By the 
choice of A we have either A = C or J&(C) = A which implies the first 
assertions. As the elements in C - A have order 4 clearly x” $ C. Since 
[B, XJC/C is a regular symplectic space by (2.4) the last assertion follows. 
(3.7) C,,(z) is representedfaithful on B and has order >2”-l. If ST8 n x1 # % 
then C, nOrmalizes X1 . e 
Proof. By [4; (2.2)] we have E n B, C B and since E = C,(x) * B we have 
(E, C,,(Z)] C B. No element in ffii stabilizes the chain (z) CA C B _C E and 
the first assertion follows. B, n E is elementary abelian and A, r\ E has order 2. 
Thus 1 B, n E j = (1 A,(B, n E)I * 1 A, n E /)/I A, 1 < 2 .2”+l/2”+l= 2ll-+l 
and 1 I?,~(z)~ 3 2n-I. [YZ , C,&)] = 1 implies the last assertion. 
(3.8) For ri E B - (g)l we have dim[ti, C,.(Z)] > n - 1. 
Proof. If 7 E C,*(Z) then [(Z)l, 71 C x and 7 centralizes Bz if 
r E G.(B n W 
Suppose 7 E CBx(B n Bz) and there is a v” E (2)’ with [a, p] = a E G - 
(2). We choose in C,z(z) - CBx(B n B,) with ii’ = E. As .iis = v” (mod B n B,) 
we have 5’2 = 5% = 65 = (%)r = asliZ, a contradiction. Hence [(a)‘, fl C 
<.5). so for d E B - (a)l and / CBx(B n B,)I = 2f we have (*) 
dim[v”, C,r(B n B,)] = f and [G, C+(B n B,)] Z (%)L. 
Now 7 E C,z(z) - Cee(B n B,) has the property [E ,y] = (2) and 
thus (**) [a, 714 (a)+ 
(*I, (**), and (3.7) imply the assertion. 
(3.9) dim[& Xi] > n-lfbrl<i<r. 
Proof. Clearly, Cs,(z) normalizes [& XJ for YZ n Xi # O. (3.6) and (3.8) 
give the assertion. 
(3.10) r = 1. 
Proof. By (2.1) and (3.6) we have dim([B, XJ n [p, X2]) < 1 if r > 1. 
Thus by (3.9) dim B = 2n - 2m > 2n - 2 and m = 1, a contradiction. 
(3.11) The case (B - A) n zG # % does not occur. 
Proof. Using [l; (3.1), (3.2), (3.311 and the fact that AZr C Ya we have 
that X is isomorphic to a (twisted or not) Chevalley group over the field of 
two elements or a Fischer group M(22) or M(23). So if X & D,(2) or 3D,(2) 
then Out(X) is a 2-group. If X N D,(2) then 1 R/X. C,(X)1 is a 2-power 
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by (2.7). Suppose X N 3D,(2). dim B > 12 since 13 divides 1 X 1 and thus 
n 2 8. By (3.7) C,o?(z) has order 2’ and by (3.6) and (3.8) c,.(z., is represented 
faithfully on [P, X] as an elementary abelian group. Since j Out(sD4(2))] is odd 
aD.42) contains an elementary abelian 2-group of rank 27, a contradiction. 
-- 
So we have that H/X * CR(x) is a 2-group and the conditions of (2.3) are 
satisfied. Hence we have a proper H-invariant subspace F/(z) in E/(z) whose 
preimage F in E is a normal extraspecial subgroup in H, contradicting [7; 1.21. 
Theorem A follows from the assumptions of Section 3, (3.2), (3.3), and (3.11). 
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